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The Power4Schools Electric Program, is an innovative electricity management program that
supports eligible schools to seek a 10-percent savings on electricity generation costs. This is can be
enjoyed over a two year period, when they make the â€˜electric choiceâ€™ in AEP Ohio Power Service
regions.

In fact, the Power4Schools program was developed by several school stakeholders - Ohio School
Boards Association (OSBA), Ohio Schools Council (OSC) Buckeye Association of School
Administrators (BASA) and Ohio Association of School Business Officials (OASBO) â€“ through the
special electricity laws in Illinois that allow organizations to seek better electric rates and benefits for
their associations. Through this program, public schools in Ohio can gain up to 10-percent savings
on their electricity rates.  The Power4Schools is supported by FirstEnergy Solutionsâ€™ whose USP is
electricity generation from natural gas, non-emitting nuclear energy, pumped-storage hydro as well
as scrubbed base load coal.

In fact, the law supports small business owners to make an electric choice and choose a supplier
who best fits their Business electricity needs in terms of supply as well as prices. One of the
constant aspects of Texas electricity  is that there are varieties of rate options as well as choice of
suppliers helping energy consumers to constantly engaging in keep their electric rates at a minimum.

The Texas electric that is now available for Ohio schools was possible because of the joint
collaboration of all the organizations, so that they could seek competitive power pricing because of
the size of their group.

Texas Electricity Company like those involved in the above program and others are highly
competitive and offer great deals that ensure you remain in control of what you pay for the electricity
you consume.

Power4Schools Program is a great example of how individuals, associations and businesses or
industries can work in close co-operation to ensure they obtain the best quality of electricity but at
prices that they find affordable.

Texas electric companies are highly consumer-driven and offer a range of electricity quality options-
in terms of the very cheap but high-pollution fossil-based electricity or less polluting, green electricity
sourced from solar power generators or wind power resources. It needs to be mentioned that the
prices of green electricity sources are comparatively more expensive but it does offer consumers
the choice of contributing towards greener and more sustainable energy consumption options.

Making electric choice in Texas is easy as there are very flexible rate plans and packages based on
your rate of consumption that suppliers offer. The flexibility could include in terms of quantity you will
consume or in terms of number of days you would want the supply. The whole process of making an
electric choice is fairly simply and receiving low-cost electric bills, thanks to smart meter options and
the sophisticated grid management systems that allow providers to bill you accurately and
consistently.

About Shop Cheap Energy- Shop Cheap Energy helps consumers compare and shop electricity and
gas plans online. Compare electricity and gas rates for your home and business. Find cheap
electricity and gas rates from several electricity and gas providers. To learn more please visit
www.ShopCheapEnergy.com
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